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We study the problem of selecting one of the t best of n rankable individuals arriving in random 
order, in which selection must be made with a stopping rule based only on the relative ranks of the 
successive arrivals. For each r up to r = 25, we give the limiting (3s n +OO) optimal risk (probability 
of not selecting one of the r best) and the limiting optimal proportion of individuals to let go by 
before being willing to stop. (The complete limiting form of the optimal stopping rule is presented 
for each I up to r = 10, and for I = 15,20 and 25.) We show that, for 2arge n and r, the optimal risk is 
approximately (1 - t”)‘, where t* = 0.2834 is obtained as the root of a function which is the solution 
to a certain differential equation. The optimal stopping rule TV,” let5 approximately t*ur arrivals go 
by and then stops ‘almost immediately’, in the sense that rr.Jn-) t* in probability as n-+m, r-00. 
Secretary problem relative ranks, 
optimal stopping best choice problem 
1. Introduction 
Gusein-Zade [6] studied the following problem: A known number, II, of rankable 
individuals (rank 1 = best, etc.) are to arrive in random order; each of the n ! possib!e 
arrival orderings being equally likely. At eiach successive arrival time, those who have 
arrived so far can be ranked among themselves, but their actual ranks cannot be 
observed. The object is to select one of the r best of all n individua.ls; r being 
prescribed. The constraint which makes the problem non-trivial is that selection 
must be made via a stopping rule based only on what can be observed. 
An exact formulation of the problem is this: Let the random variables 
Wl,X2,***, Xn) be a random permutation of ir, 2, . . . , n}. Let ( YI, Y2, . l q , Y,) be 
defined by setting Yi = j if Xi is the jth smallest among (Xl, . . . , Xi}- Let T be the 
class of all stopping rules adapted to the Yi’s; i.e. 7 is in T if for each i s n the event 
(7 = i} is measurable with respect o { I’l, . . . , Yi}. Then the risk of a stopping rule r is 
the probability that X, is greater than r. 
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Gusein-Zade derived an algorithm for computing the optimal rule and risk for 
each r and n (see Section 2), and obtained some asymptotic results, notably that the 
optimal risk goes to zero as n and r become infinite. 
We decided to use the geT!eral symptotic results of Mucci [7] to see what happens 
to the optimal rules and risks, for various values of r as n-a. For r = 1, the risk tends 
to l-e-’ = 0.6321, as is widely known; for r = 2, Gusein-Zade [6] and Gilbert and 
Mosteller [S] showed that the limiting risk is 0.4264. With the help of a computer, as 
described in Section 3, we cbtained the limiting rules and risks for r s 25 (see T”ables 
1 and 2). 
The most surprising feature of our output was how smaN the risks are. Gusein- 
Zade’s argument showed only that the limiting (as n-a) risk goes to zero as r-00 at 
least as fast as r-l ln r. But our (computations strongly suggested that it goes to zero 
exponentially fast. We say this because we knew that, for each r, the asymptotic risk is 
(1 - t&))‘, where t&) is the limiting (as n-00) optimal proportion of individuals to 
let go by before being willing to stop; so an exponential rate of convergence of the 
risk is equivalent to tl(r) being bounded away from zero and one. Indeed, from Table 
1, it appears that tl(r) is tending to a limit somewhere near 0.3. 
Inspired by these computations and aided by a model which is, in effect, the ‘n = 00’ 
case (see Section 4), we succeeded not only in proving that the rate of convergence is
exponential, but also in showing the existence of lim t*(r) = t* and in evaluating this 
limit as well as the entire asymptotic (as n-a, r-+d~) form of the optimal rule. These 
results are in Section 5, with proofs in Section 6. 
An extraordinary corollary to the existence of t* > 0 is that, for large n and r, the 
optimal stopping rule, say TV,,,, is nearly ‘constant’, in the sense that r,,Jn-+t* in 
probability, as r and n go to infinity in an appropriate way (see the end of Section 5). 
It must be added that we do not have an estimate of the rate of convergence, though 
we suspect that it is not very fast. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section we give an algorithm for computing the optimal rules and risks in 
Gusein-Zade’s problem for each n and t. We obtain it as a straightforward appli- 
cation of the method of backward induction as described in Chow, Robbins and 
Siegmund [2], which is slightly different from Gusein-Zade’s approach via a Markov 
chain. 
We shall use the following notation: 
P w = optimal probability of selecting one of the r best of n arrivals; 
8 n,r = 1 - P,,r = optimal (minimal) risk; 
,,,(i) = optimal risk among all rules which do not stop until more tha 
duals have arrived; 
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H(k - 1; r, i, n) = conditional probability that the actual rank of the ith arrival is 
greater than r, given that its relative rank at the time of its arrival 
is k. 
Then H( l ; r. i, n) is the cumulative hypergeometric distribution function 
(2.1) 
and, because the successive r lative ranks are independent random variables, the ith 
beirq uniform on [ 1,2, . . . , i], we are led to the algorithm: 
Q,,,(i - 1) = 1 i min{Q,,,(i), H(k - 1; r, i, n)} 
i &=I 
i = 12, n - 1, . . . 9 1 @2) 
with the boundary condition 
Q,,rW = 1. (2.3) 
Implicit in the algorithm is the fact that the optimal stopping rule stops at the’first i 
(if any) for which the relative rank of the current arrival (say a:) is small enough so that 
H(k - 1; r, i, n) s Q,,,,(i). (2.4) 
The left side of (2.4) is decreasing in i while the right side is increasing, so, as one 
would expect, the later the arrival, the less stringent is our standard for selecting it. It 
is convenient o designate those times after which the selecting standardl is suc- 
cessively relaxed. Let m#z, r), for 1 s j s r be the integer satisfying 
Q,,,(mi(n, r))< H(j- 1; r, mj(n9 r), n), 
(2.5) 
Q,,,(mj(n, r)+l)aH(j- 1; r, m+h r)+h)* 
Then the mj’s are increasing in j and the optimal rule may be described as: “Let 
m&t, r) arrivals go by; then stop at the first i > mzi(n, r), if any, where zi is the 
relative rank of the ith arrival.” 
Notice that Q,,,r = Q,,,(O) = Q,.,( 1) = 9 l l = Q,,,r(ml(~z, r)), and from @.% 
r-1 
*( 
l- 
ml(n,r)+f 
jm() n-j > 
r-l 
sQn,rc n 
j=O ( I- 
ml@, r) 
> n-j ' 
Now we re-write the algorithm (2.2) as 
Q,,,,(i) - Q&i - 1) Cr=, [QA) - Wk - 1; r9 L n>ji’ -=- - 
l/n i/n 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
and note that, if i is allowe=d KJ ‘lary with ~1, then 
i/n -*t+H(k - 1; P’, i, n)+B(k - 1; r, t] 
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where B( 9 ; r, t) is the cumulative binomial distribution function 
B(k; r, t) =,io (? t’(1 --t)? (2.8) 
.I 
This suggests hat, if we let i vary with tz so that i/n+t as n--,o0, then Q,,,,(i) should 
tend to a limit, Q,(t), satisfying the differential equation 
with the boundary condition Q,(l-‘) = 1. Mucci [7] has shown that this is true for the 
Gusern-Zade and other risk functions. It fallows that, if we let ti(r) be the ‘time’ 
satisfying 
Q,(tj(r)) Z= B( j - 1; r, ti(r)) (2.10) 
for j = I,&. . . , r, then 
QJ 9 ) is constant on (0, tl( r)], and 
Qn,r+Qr = Q&r W) = (1 - N9): (2.11) 
(In fact, the convergence ismonotone: Q,,, is an increasing function of n, as Mucci 
showed.) 
Thus, for large n, the optimal rule lets approximately tl (r) l n arrivals go by and 
stops at approximately the first i such that i/n > t&j, if any, where Zj is the relative 
rank of the ith arrival. 
It is well known that when r = 1, 
P& I - Q1 = e-l = tl(l) = lim m&z, 1)/n, 
as n -+. Results for t” - 2 were given by Gilbert and Mosteller [S, Section 2d] RS well 
as by G*Isein-Zade. These include 
where cp - In cp = 1 -In $; hence 
On &IC~ interval [t#), tj+l(T)]y (2~4) becomes 
d 
dt Q,(r) = t-’ g?,.(t)-- ii1 B(k; r, 0 
k-0 
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the solution is 
Since the ti’s and ci’s are not known in advance, we must derive them, one-by-one, 
working backwards. 
We use the boundary condition Q,(l-) = 1 and the fact that zktk B(k; r, t) = 
I(l-f) toget c, =~,I&-I), hence for r>l, 
Q,(t)=l-r(t-t’)J(r-l), t,(r)st<l. (3.2) 
The boundary condition (2.10), with i = r, becomes 
Qr (r,)(r)) = 1 - t’,(r); 
substituting (3.2) yields 
t,(t) = [r/(21 - 1 )]*‘(r-*’ (3.3) 
which was derived by Gusein. Zade. 
The right side of (3.2) is also useful for t < t,(r) because, for any P E (0, 1), it is the 
limiting risk of the rules: “let [nt] arrivals go by, then stop with the first arrival, if any, 
of relative rank s 1.” If we let t = e(r) with e(r)+ 1 but e(r)’ 30, then the right side of 
(3.2) goes to zero as r+a. Gusein-Zade used these very rules, with 6(r) = rmllr, to 
establish that the risks go-to zero as it and r become infinite. (For a better class of 
sub-optimal rules, see Section 5.) 
Returning to the differential equation; for i = r - I., r -- 2, . . . , 1, once we know 
ti+,(r) we can solve for Cj in (3.1) ‘aking t = ti+l(r) and using (2.10) withj replaced by 
j+ 1; then we can solve for tj(r), which, by (2.10), is the root of the equation 
Q,(t) -B(j- I; r, t) = 0 with Q,(t) given by (3.1). When we reach t&j we are 
finished, because, by (2.1 l), (1 - ?I@))’ is the limiting risk, Qc. 
These computations have been c&i ried out for r 6 25; some results are presented in 
Tables 1 and 2. (The same numerical results, for r G 10, were obtained by Rasmussen 
[$I], with the sole exception that his t,(lO) is 0,3128 while ours is 0.3129. He, in effect, 
derived our formula (3.1) in its expanded form directly from the finite n problem, 
without benefit of Mucci’s differential equation.) 
The distinctive feature of Table 1 is the apparent convergence of h(r) to a non-zero 
limit, which would implv exponential convergence of the limiting risks, Q(r), to zero. 
This will be confirmed ii Section 5. (We were, however, unable to prove that h(r) is 
monotone decreasing.) 
Table 2 strongly suggests hat, for each j, tj(r) is decreasing with r -- a fact which we 
have not succeeded in establishing. But it is not clear from the table just what the 
mits might be. 
It hardly seems plausible t at for each i = 2,3, . l l 
tj(r) - tl(r)+O as r-+00. (3*4) 
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Table 1 
Limiting minimal risk (Q,) and optimal proportion of arrivals to let 
go by before considering stoppin; (tl(r)). 
r Q;’ h(r) r Or h(r) 
1 0.6321 0.3679 14 0.0058 0.3078 
2 0.4264 0.3470 15 0.004 1 0.3068 
3 0.2918 0.3367 16 0.0029 0.3060 
4 0.2013 0.3302 17 0.002 1 0.3052 
5 0.1397 0.3255 18 0.0015 0.3044 
6 0.0973 0.32 19 19 0.0010 0.3038 
7 0.0679 0.3190 20 0.0007 0.303 1 
8 0.0476 0.3166 21 0.0005 0.3026 
9 0.0334 0.3 146 22 0.0004 0.3020 
10 0.0235 0.3129 23 0.0003 0.3015 
11 0.3165 0.3113 24 0.0002 0.3011 
12 0.0116 0.3 100 25 0.000 1 0.3OO8 
13 0.0082 0.3088 al 0 0.2834 
a) Qr = [l - tl(r)]: 
Yet this is indeed the case; and, as we shall see, it implies the extraordinary “almost 
constant’ property, of the optimal stopping rule when n and r are large, which was 
mentioned in the introduction. 
Although surprising, (3.4) is not hard to prove. Recall that ti(r) is defined by (2.10) 
and (2.8). Because Q,(t) is increasing in t while B( j - 1; r, t) is decreasing in t, an 
upper bound Eor tj(t) is any 8 such that 
B(j - 1; r, e) s Q,(t&) = (1 -t&))‘. 
Hence it is sufficient o show that for each j 2 2 and for any S > 0, (Ignoring r’s for 
which e,(r) > 1 - 26) 
limsup(l-tl(r))-‘B(j-1; r, f&)+6)< 1. 
This is true be,ause, letting 8, = fl(r) + 8, 
(1- fl(r))-‘U(j - 1; r, 0,) = C 1:: j$(&)k ir IL)! [+%I’ 
s r 
1 - h(r) 1 
40 asr+NL 
A handy tool for deriving asymptotic (r-+00) results is the ‘infinite n model’ 
presented in Gianini and Samuels [4] and in Gianini [3], which includes the following 
‘limit’ of Gusein-Zade’s problems. 
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Let an infinite sequence of rankable individuals arrive at times { Yi = arrival time of 
ith best} which are IID, each uniformly distributed on (0,l). We want to consider 
stopping rules which are ‘based only on relative :anks’, let 
Yi (t) = arrival time of ith best among t ose wUch arrive by t 
w = WI w, Y2(fh ’ ’ A 
and allow only stopping rules which are adapted to the a(t)‘s, and either do not stop 
(i.e., defective rules are allowed) or stop at one of the Yi’s. For any such rule, its 
‘r-risk’ is the probability that it faik to stop at one of the times Y1, . . . , Y,. For each r, 
we wish to minimize the r-risk and to find a rule which does so. 
From [3] and [4], it follcws that Q(t), the solution to (2.9) with the boundary 
condition Qr( l-) = 1, is the minimal r-risk among all stopping rules which do not stop 
before time t. Hence, the optimal rule waits unt 1 time t&), then stops at the first 
arrival time CT > t=_(r), where 2, is the relative r;lnk of the arrival at time cr, and the 
tj(l)‘S are as defined in (2.10). Therefore any asymptotic resu!t we obtain for the 
infinite y1 problem as r+00 is also an asymptotic result for Gusein-Zade’s problem, 
as first n--,00, then r-m. 
5 Asymptotic results for the infinite II problem 
First we shall establish that the optimal r-risks. QR go to zero exponentially fast. 
This will be in two parts: 
Q_ > 2-’ for all r = 1,2,. . . (5.1) 
and 
lim sup C&(t)‘l ~~~~~~max(r”,(~)~(~~)‘-*) foralltE(O,l). (5.2) 
The first part shows that the rate is at most exponential; the second that it is at feast 
exponential. 
Because Qr = (1 -t&))‘, (5.1) and (5.2) imply 
l- inf max{t”,(~)~(~)*~a]~liminft1(r)41imsupt~(r)Sj. 
O~-astsl 
(5.3) 
The expression i  the curly brackets in (5.2) and (5.3) will be shown to be the limit 
of the tth roots of the r-risks of the rules: “wait until time t, then stop with the firs 
arrival of relative rank<&’ (These sub-optimal rules are better than Gusein _. 
Zade’s, which were mentioned in Section 3, because their risks go to zero 
exponentially fast. The optimal (t, a j pair is t = 0.591, LY = 0.309 and the right side of 
(5.2) is ==0.85, which turns out to be about three times the left side.) 
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Once the exponential rate of convergence isestablished itwill be possible to give 
the complete asymptotic form of the optimal rule and to derive the limit of Q:! To 
describe the results we introduce the piecewise linear functions cr,(t) satisfying 
I j/r, if t = fj(r), &id" 9, if t = 0, (5.4) 
I 1 . 9 iit=l. 
The optimal rule for getting one of the r best can be stated as: stop at the first arrival 
time t at which the relative rank of the current arrival is aa, l r. What we shall 
show is that t&), a,(t), and Q,(t)“’ have limits related in this way: 
t&)+ t”, (5.5) 
W(t)+&), (5.6) 
if t =z t*, 
“(‘)“‘* (5.7) 
where 
a(t)=0 for d S t*, 
a (I) increases fro&n 0 to 1 as t increases from 5* to 1 
and, cu( 0) is a solution to the differential equation 
a’(t) = 
[I - a W(l - 0 
ln{t[ 1 - &)I/(1 - t)a (01 
(5.9) 
on (t*, 1). We found that t* = 0.2834. We have also evaluated cy (t) for various values 
of t > t”. It is true enough that these values help to characterize the asymptotic form 
of the optimal rules. But there is less here than meets the eye, for the fact is that, for 
any t > t*, and for large r, the optimal rule for getting one of the r best - call it rr - will 
already have stopped by time t, with high probability. In other words, as we shall 
show: 
?r- t* in probability as r-00. (5.10) 
roofs of results in Section 
roof of (5.1). The first step is to show that, for each r > 1, 
To see this, look at the r-risk only on the event that the overall best indivi 
before time t&), an event of probability tl(r). Since the optimal rule does not stop 
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before time t*(r), its conditional risk on this event is its probability of fail 
one of the r - 1 best of the remaining individuals (other than the overall best). 0n this 
event the optimal rule is: “Wait until tz(r), then stop at the first arrival time 
g > tz,+l(r), where 2, is the relative rank of the arrival at time o, with respect o all 
previous arrivals other than the overall best.” Now the arrival times of all individuals 
other than the overall best are themselves IID, uniform on (0,l) an independent of 
the arrival time of the overall best; hence the conditional r-risk is at least Qr- &l(r)), 
which, in turn, is at least Q,-1. 
Now suppose that, for some r, t&) a$. Then Qr a[1 - t&)]Qr..+ but since 
(1 - t#))’ = Qk for each k this is equi\lalent o tl(r - 1) 3 t&). Hence tl(r - 1) 2 5. 
But this leads to a contradiction, because tt( 1) = e-l < $. Therefore tl(r) < 1 for all r, 
which is equivalent to (5.1). 
We shall need the following: 
t’ for all t e (0, l), 
Qb-; tb 
(1 -t)’ 
(6.2) 
for all t E (t&), 1). 
The first inequality holds because t’ is the probability of the event ‘all of the r best 
arrive before time t’, in which case any rule which does not stop before time t cannot 
possibly select one of the I best. The second inequality holds because, when t > tl(t), 
we have 
Q(r; t) 2 Q(r; t1(r)) = (1 - t,(r))’ > (1 - f)‘. 
We shall also need to use the following fact about binomial probaoilities: 
The first equality follows immediately from Stirling’s formula; the second follows 
from the first and the inequality 
if OGcu s 1, (6.3) 
if 0 G CY 6 t. 
if k c [ar] 
which implies that 
B(bl; r, 0 c ( 1 6.4) 
whenever a < t. 
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Proof of (5.2). Fix c and let X be the actual rank of the [ar]th best of these which 
arrive by time t. Let &(?, cu) be the r-risk of the rule: “accept he firs: arrival after 
time t, with relative rank ~cur, if any”. If [ar] < X s r -I- 1, then this rule will surely 
select one of the r best; while if X = x > r + 1, then the conditional probability of 
selecting one of the r best can be shown to be r/(x - 1) which is at most r/(r + 1). 
Hence 
(6.5) 
Now 
P(X = [al]) = trarl and P(X>r+l)=B([at]-l;r+l,t). 
When we take the rtvr oot of all sides of (6.3, let r+ 08, and apply (6.3), we find that 
both the upper bounrj and the lower bound for &t, cy)“’ converge to the expression 
in the curly bracket in (J .2). Since the optimal rules must do at least as well, (5.2) must 
hold. 
We note for future reference that, for fixed t E (0, l), 
(.LyzJa (6.6) 
increases from 1 - t to 1 as cy increases from 0 to t. 
Now let us use the notation (5.4) to rewrite the differential equation (2.9) as 
Q:(t) = t-’ ra,(t)Q,(t) - rraf’)l B(k - 1; r? t)} 
k=l 
(6.7) 
and note that 
i?([ra,(t)]- 1; r, t) s Q,(t) <H[mWk r9 0. VW 
Derivation of (5.5)-(5.9). Re-writing (6.7) in terms of 
g,(t) = QSO1’: 
yields 
g:(t) = (rt)-‘ir~~,(t)lg~(f)(l - h, t)), (6.9) 
where 
[m,(t)1 
h,(:) = C B(k - 1; r, t)/[r~r(t)lB([rcu,(t)] - 1; r, tb 
k=l 
(6.10) 
It can be shown, using (6.4) and the unimodality of the binomial distribution, that 
O<pca<t$B([r/3];r,t)/B([ra];r,t)+O asr- 
Hence h,(t)--+0 as r+oo whenever c&)+a(t) E (0, t>* 
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Choose any weakly convergent subsequence, 
g,(*jLg(*)* 
: 
By (6.2) we have, necessarily, 
g(t) >max(t, 1 - t) on (t*, l), 
where 
t* = lim tl(ri) = inf{t: g(t) > g(O+)}> 0 
and g(t*) = 1 -t*. Hence by (6.6) we can represent g(t) in the form 
I l-t", ifOGtGt*, 
(6.11) 
(6.12) 
with a(t) < t and increasing from 0 to 1 on (t”, 1). 
From (6.3), (6.6), and (6.8), it follows that, necessarily, 
(r,(*)-L(*). 
Hence, from (6.9), 
I g:,(t) -+ t-‘cx(t)g(t) .i.e.(t). 
Since the g:( l )‘s are uniform y bounded (recall that g;(t)= 0 on (0, t,(r)) and 
tl(ri) + t* > 0), we can apply the dominated convergence theorem to conclude that 
g( 0) is differentiable with 
g’(t) = t%(t)g(t) on (t”, l), 
E 0 on (0, t*), (6.13) 
g(1) = 1. (6.14) 
Since this is true for every weakly convergent subsequence, and since the differential 
equation with the boundary condition uniquely determines g( * ), including the value 
t”, we conclude that 
Q,(t)“’ -9 g(t) as r+ 00, 
where g( 0) is implicitly defined by (6.12), (6.13), and (6.14). 
Re-writing (6.13) in terms of ar( l ), using (6.12), yields (5.9). 
Proof of (5.10). We first note that, for any j nd t > t,.(r), rr is iess than t on the event: 
“at least one of the j best arrivals by time t has arrived af 
probability 4 -[tj(r)/t]’ and is independent of S(tj(r)). 
(7-r > t,(r)+S)e inr’ {tj(r)/t&+#ja 
jai 
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The right side goes to zero as r--,00, by (3.4), and tl(r)+t*, which 
proof. 
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